Abstract
Introduction
Haptic interfaces have been recognized as import aiit input,/output channels to/from the virtual environiiient~[l0] [11] [16] . Usually a haptic interface is imp1enient.d wit,li a. visual display interface such as a head-mouiit.ed display or a stereoscopic display screen. Correct. regist,rat#ion of visual and haptic interfaces, however, is not, ea.sy to achieve and has not been seriousl\; considered. For example, some systems have a graphics display simply beside the haptic interface rt:sult8iiig i n a "feeling here but looking there" situat,ion a.s sliowii in Fig.1 . Poor visual/haptic registration could rt,sult. in int,er-sensory conflicts that leads t o a wrong sensory rearrangement [Is] .
One of the most, important potential applications of VR q s t e n i s is t,ra,ining and simulation. For training visual-mot,or skills, correct visual/haptic registration is import,a.nt. because a. visual-motor skill is composed of tightly coupling visual stimuli (associated with task coordinates) and kinesthetic stimuli (associated with body coordinates). If t8here is an inconsistency bet,w:reii t h r two kinds of stimuli, there would be no significant skill transfer [8] , or in an even worse case, the The first prototype was built by using a color liquid crystal display (LCD) panel and a CCD camera for the visual interface component^ and a PUMA 560 robot for the haptic interface component. I t turned out, however, that the original system had a bottleneck in the vision tracking component and the performance was not satisfactory (low frame rate and large latency). To solve the problem of our first prototype, we have implemented a fast tracker which has a capability t,o track more than 100 markers in video-rate (30 Hz).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First the concept of t,he WYSIWYF display is presented in section 2. Our prototype system and some new experimental results are shown in section 3, and finally some improvements of the vision-based tracking component including the video-rate tracker is shown in section 4. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed concept of the visual/haptic interface. A head-mounted camera tracks markers att,ached t,o an encountered type haptic device (t,he meaning of encount,ered type will be explained later) and estimates a relative pose between the user's head ancl the haptic device. The virtual object is registered to t,he hapt,ic device, just like augmented reality applications. and its image is displayed to the user via a heatl-moiint,ed display. Unlike augmented reality, howrvrr. the the real scene is not displayed except the user's hand. The the user's hand image is extracted from the real scene tmaken by the head-mounted camera, anti is superimposed on the synthetic scene of the virtual eitvironment. See Fig.S(c) for an actual example.
If t,he virt,ual object image is correctly registered to t,hc haptic device, the user's hand can reach the haptic device t,xact,ly when his/her hand reaches the virtual object. The spat,ial location where the user feels hapt,ic sensation through the device is consistent with the spatial locat,ion of tshe virtual object perceived through the visual display. W h a t the user sees is exactly what he/shr feels. Therefore the WYSIWYF situation is realized.
Three key component.s of the WYSIWYF display are ( i ) visioii-hased tracking] (ii) video keying, and (iii) physically-lmsed simula.tion. Each component will be explained lxirfly below. For more details, see [19] .
Vision based head-tracking
lrsing t,lir vision-based tracking technique, the user's 1iea.d post. can br estimated by tra.cking a target object in t,he camera view. The target object could be either t,he hapt.ic device or a fixed object in the working environment such as a table. The relation between the haptic device tip and the working environment can be obtained by joint sensors of the haptic device.
Advantageous points of vision-based tracking over emitter-based tracking techniques such as magnetic trackers and acoustic trackers are (i) vision-based method can track anything which is visible from the camera whereas the emitt!er-based method can track only the object with a magnetic/acoustic receiver, and (ii) tracking accuracy of vision-based method could be in pixel level which is enough for the display purpose and is free from feromagnetic materials.
Video keying
The CCD camera for marker tracking can also capture the working environment including the user's hand. If we could extract the portion of the user's hand image, we could superimpose this image onto the graphical image of the virtual environment instead of rendering a synthetic polygonal hand image. The easiest way to extract the user's hand image is the "Chroma Keying" technique which is commonly used in weather forecasting T V programs. Using the live user's hand image allows us t o eliminate a data-glove-like sensing device.
Physically-based simulation
Most haptic rendering algorithms are based on impedance control [11] [16] , where the position and the velocity of the haptic device are measured and an appropriate force is displayed to t8he user. With this approach, a force can be generated only when a penetration occurs between two object,s. To render a rigid object with the impedance display approach, the stiffness parameter should be large enough, and a high sampling rate is required, otherwise the simuhtion tends to be unstable [S] .
In the interactive computer graphics field, Baraff[S] has proposed a physically-based dynamic simulat.ion method for non-penetrating rigid bodies. We applied his algorithm t o the haptic rendering. The advantages of applying his approach to the haptic rendering are (i) in principle, a rigid body can be rendered, and (ii) in practice, the time step size of the simulation is not critical even for simulating rigid bodies.
Encountered type haptic display
McNeely[l4] classified hapt,ic displays int,o t8he following three types: (i) worn-type, (ii) held-type, and (iii) encountered-type.
Examples of worntypes are exoskeleton master [3] and data-glove with actuators [4] ). Universal hand controller [lO] and force feedback joystick[l6] are typical examples of the heldtype haptic device. A worn-type or held-type haptic interface also works as a n input device t o measure the user's motion, requiring that the device always be physically connected to some part of the user's body (typically arm, hand or fingers). This requirement limits the user's workspace and obstructs the user's free motion. A distinctive difference b e h e e n t,he worn- Figure 4 : Prot,otype system configuration type and the held-type is t h a t the held-type device is "grounded" whereas the worn-type device is not TVitli tlie encountered-type, on the other hand, the user need not heep holding the haptic device Instead, the sj5trin tracks the motion of the user's hand and places the haptic device in the appropriate location, waiting for the user to "encounter" it (surface dzs- Figure  4 illu<ti ate? our current prototype system configuration .Ut hough a head-mounted camera/display would he ideal for WYSIWYF, we decided t o use an existing LCD panel for our first prototype A color CCD camera is attachrd a t the back plane of the LCD panel The L('D/cainera system 1 s mounted on a movable stand so that the user can move it around to change his/her L ieu point Figure 3 shows a system overview in use Pose estimat,ion was originally performed by a SGI PowerOnyx with an optional SIRIUS Video Board in the first prototype[l9]. It turned out, however, that the original system had a bottleneck in the vision tracking component and the performance (frame rate and latency) was not satisfactory. To solve the problem of our first prototype, we have implemented a video-rate tracker (Fujitsu Tracking Vision) which has a capability t o track more than 100 markers in video-rate (30 Hz). More details about Tracking Vision will be described in the next section.
Rendering the virtual scene is performed by a SGI PowerOnyx and final images are sent t o the LCD panel via SIRIUS Video Board. A PUMA 560, 6 D O F industrial robot, is used for the haptic device. We put an aluminum plate with four markers, small incandescent lamps covered by translucent lenses, at the tip of the PUMA for tracking. v
Physicallybased simulation is performed on a VME-bus-based MC68040 CPU board (Motorola MVME162) with the VxWorks realtime OS. RCCL/RCI[12], realtime C libraries for controlling PUMA, has been installed on our VxWorks system. A SPARC 10 workstation is used for the VxWorks and RCCL host machine. A six-axis force/torque sensor is attached to the PUMA. The Unimation controller and the VxWorks system are connected by a parallel cable. Original VAL in the Unimation controller has been replaced by a special communicat.ion software called "moper".
Due t o the comput,ational performance limitation, the physically-based simulat,ion algorithm runs at, 50 Hz (20 msec/cycle). T h e simulation module gives the current position/orientation of the virtual object to the RCCL/RCI module as a setpoint. RCCL/RCI then interpolates these points and generates a smooth trajectory. The generated trajectory data are sent to the Unimation controller via paallel lines. Moper receives the trajectory d a t a and dist,ributes the data to each joint servo loop module in the controller. T h e lowest joint level servo loop in the Unimation controller runs at 1000 Hz.
T h e working environment was covered by blue cloth for Chroma Keying. The forearm and wrist portions of the PUMA including tlie F/T sensor, were wrapped up by blue cloth as well.
Experimental results

A cube
A simple frictionless virtual environment was built, where a 20 cmx20 cmx2O cni cube is on t,op of a flat table. Figure 5 shows the tracking and video blending process. T h e overlaid image in Fig.5 ( b ) , which is not shown to the user, shows how well the virtual cube is registered to the real markpr plate. Small square windows in the image indicate searching windows for the marker tracking. One of the four markers is occluded by the user's hand.
In this system, the sensor knob is the only permitted portion of the haptic device for the user t o access, which corresponds to the knob attached to the virtual cube (see Fig.S(c) ). Although the PUMA is controlled by conventional high-gain position servos and we are updating the setpoint every 20 msec, which is a relatively slow rate, t,he system can keep stable and can render reasonably convincing haptic sensations.
Virtual tennis
Figure 6 is another example, virt,ual tennis. Note that the ball is a virtual image but the racket is a real image. This example demonstrates that the user can interact, with a virtual environment not only with his/her own hand but also with other real tools.
Training
One potential applica.tion of this syst,eni is for the training of visuo-mot,or skills, such as medical operations. Figure 7 shows a simple example of training. The user is trying to follow the pre-recorded motion of the expert displayed by a transparent cube. A week position servo can guide the user to tlhe reference motion. Unlike just, watching a video, the t.rainee can feel the reaction forces from the virtual environment while following the d e r e n c e motion.
Handling multiple tools
As discussed in 2.2, our WYSIWYF display adopts the encountered-type haptic display. In the previous examples, the user could manipulate only one virtual object (a cube or a. ball). In such a case, the haptic device can siinply stay at the location where the virtual object exist,s. If there are more than one virt,ual object, however, the device has to change its location according t80 the user's choice. Figure 8 show an example of handling multiple t,ools. There are t.wo tjools sticking in a piece of ''virtual cheese". When the user decides tao change the tool, the haptic device changes its location so that he/she can encounter the next tool. In this example, the user manually selects one of these tools by a toggle switch. When the selected tool get,s ready to be encountered, its color changes from red (dark color in the figures) to green (bright one). Ideally the systtem should detect, his/her selectlion automatically by tracking the motion of his/her hand. 
Registration method
Vision-based tracking is a key component of the WYSIWYF display. In the computer vision field, several t,echniques have been developed for tracking the object in the video image. Uenohara and Kanade[l8] have developed a real-time image overlay system with visioii-based object registration and tracking techniques. Bajura. and Neumann [l] have implemented a similar method for the head tracking application, to conipensat,e r e g i s h t i o n errors induced by the magnet ic ht,acl-tracking sensor.
As WP discussed in section 2, markers may be placed eit,hrr on t,he hapt,ic device or on the fixed environment. In our protot,ype system, only one C C D camera is used a.nd t,he camera will almost always be headed to tmhe hapbic device. If t.he markers attached on the fixed enviroiiiiieiit,, t,liey may be occluded by the haptic device or may he out, of t,he camera view. We therefore decided t,o a.t,t,a.ch t8he markers at the tip of the haptic device.
Ikrative pose estimation with least squares iiiiiiiniizat,ion[l3] is an efficient way, assuming that the relative motion het,ween the camera and the target object is so small ill each subsequent video frame that t,hr relation ca.n he linearized. We first implemented t.his met,hod. This t,echnique is simple but sensitive to t,he measurement noise. In our case, the estimated pose teiids t,o he shaky even when the markers are st,at,ionary in t,he camera view. We then implemented t,he pose est,ima,tion algorithm based on the extended Ka.lnian Filter (EKF) by Gennery[G]. Gennery's algorit.hni uses quaternion t o represent the orientational component,. Unlike Euler angles and Roll-Pitch-Yaw a,iigles. quaternion has no singular representation.
At. least, three markers are necessary to estimate the tion Figure 9 : Coordinate frames pose of the target object (position/orientation in three dimensional space). More than three markers should be put on the target object to cope with the marker occlusion.
Some improvements of vision-based tracking 4.2.1 Tracking moving markers from a moving camera
For the following discussion, let three coordinate frames, Ecamera, E d e v , and E b a s e , be defined. These frames are attached t o the camera, the tip of the haptic device, and the fixed environment respectively as shown in Fig.9 
T d e u = E I < F ( c a m e r a T d d V ) (2) c a m e r a
T h e estimated pose of the fixed environment with respect to the camera is then calculated using b a s e T d e u .
--
T b a s e Y camera T d e u ( b a s e T d e u ) -l (3) c a m e r a
In eq.(2), EI<F() means a transfer function of the estimator. As discussed in [6], E K F can be approximated to a second-order recursive filter The larger the covariance matrix of noise is set, the larger the time meaning t,hat, if the user moves the haptic device up and down or rotates back and forth, the background image tends to be shaky even when the camera/displax syst,em is stationary.
Since we know exactly the motion of the haptic device. w can exclude the contribution of the haptic device mot,ion from t,he state variable of the estimat.or. The modified method does so. Equation ( 4 ) inea.ns that although t,he markers are attached to t,he t,ip of the device, they can be regarded as markers a.t.tached to the fixed base, where the markers' location a.re not fixed but known. Fig.10 (b) shows t,his modified configuration. In this modified configurat,ion. the EKF estimat,es the fixed environment pose wit.h respect to t,he camera as follows:
T d e 2 , z camera T b a s e b a s e T d e v
(6) c a n i f r a and then t.he haptic device pose with respect to the camera is obt,ained.
If the camera is stationary or moving slowly (containing low frequency components only), the estimator c a m e r a T b a s e . Consequently a nearly correct pose between the camera and the device is also obtained by eq.(6), i.e. camera T~~~ c a m e r a T d e v . Of course, the timing of taking a image for marker tracking and the timing of reading the joint, sensor should be exactly synchronized. After this modification, the background image became stable even when the marker moves in the camera view due to the the haptic device motion. Lowe pointed out that smoothing the motion with EKF is not effective for tracking objects which may be bumped or collide [13] . This is true in the first configuration because the device motion may not be smooth when the virtual object collides. In the modified configuration, however, the EKF estimates only the camera motion component which is usually smooth, and smoothing by EKF is reasonable.
can output a nearly true value, i.e.
T b a s e 2: -
Implementation of video-rate tracker
In the first prototype system, marker tracking and video blending were performed by a SGI Poweronyx with a SIRIUS Video board [19] . Although the SIR-IUS Video Board has a built-in video keying circuitry, a somewhat disappointing design specification of the SIRIUS Video prevents us from using this circuitry as long as we use the video-in port for marker tracking. Alternatively one has to do the chroma keying by software. The estimated frame rate is about 5 Hz with software chroma keying, which is far from the satisfactory (30 Hz or more). In addition to the low frame rate, the latency is also large (about 0.5 sec in the worst case).
To avoid this annoying low frame rate and large latency, we introduced camera fixed mode in which marker tracking is disabled so that chroma keying can be done by the built-in circuitry. The estimated frame rate of camera fixed mode is 30 Hz. In the camera fixed mode, there is no noticeable latency. Of course, camera fixed mode is not a fundamental solution; although the frame rate is satisfactory, the camera/display system must be fixed. To achieve faster marker tracking, we have implemented a videorate tracker, FUJITSU Tracking Vision (TRV), which has a capability to track more than 100 markers in video-rate (30 H z ) . As shown in Fig.4 , Tracking Vision needs a CPU board running VxWorks. Tracking Vision system and SGI Poweronyx communicate via socket. TRV also enables us t o use the built-in video keying curcuitry.
Tracking Vision has a Motion Estimat#ion Processor (MEP) which can perform template matching based on the sum of absolute difference SAD). One limitaof the markers can not be updated during the tracking. Usually an image is taken from a known marker location beforehand, and this image is used for ternplates. If the camera gets closer to the markers or far away from them, the tracking may fail. To solve tion of the Tracking Vision is that t i, e template images t.liis problem, we have taken six images from the different. camera locat,ions that covers the expected camera motion range. Figure 11 shows the taken templates. Each row of t,he image is a set of six templates for each ma.rker t,aken from six different poses. In each tracking cycle. six t,emplat,es are applied for determining the current ma.rker loc,ation. The current marker locatmion is determined by the template which matches to the current marker image most. When even the best mat,ching score is over a certain threshold, we judge t,liat, t,liis ma.rker is occluded by something (e.g. the user's hand). Tracking Vision syst,em t,racks marker in video-rate. As sho~vn in Fig.12 , SGI send a request t o TRV along wit.11 t.he exprct.ed marker location data based on the estimated pose. TRV sends back the most recent marker locations t,o SGI. When TRV detects occlusion of markers. it send this status to SGI. SGI can t,hm ignore the occluded marker for the next pose est,iniat,ion. TR\-can use the expected marker location to recover t,he t,racking of occluded markers. Figure 13 : Tracking mode using a fast tracker Figure 13 shows a display scene of t'racking mode with the Tracking Vision. Figure 14 shows the tracking status of the Tracking Vision. Three markers are correctly tracked, while one marker is occluded by the user's hand. A white window indicates that the tracker correctly detects this occlusion and the window location represents the expected location of the occluded marker.
The estimated frame rate was about 20 Hz. Although Tracking Vision itself can track the markers in video-rate (30 Hz), there is an overhead of socket communication between TRV and the SGI Poweronyx. Even after introduced TRV, there is a noticeable latency (about two or three frames). Figure 13 indicates this latency. In this figure, the user is moving the cube downward. Since we are using hardware chrorna keying circuitry, the image of the user's hand and the markers is displayed without delay. The cube image, on the other hand, is displayed based on the estimated pose which has two or three frames delay, resulting in a noticeable registration error. There are three sources of this noticeable latency: (i) Tracking Vision itself, (ii) socket communication, and (iii) EKF. Even though Tracking Vision can t,rack the markers in video-rate, the tracked location data is available one frame later, resulting in one frame lat,ency at this point. A fieldrate tracker rather than frame-rat,e would be preferable. A local Et,hernet connect,ioii rather or more tight connection het,ween TRV system and SGI such as busto-bus connection will be necessary.
Conclusions
This paper has int,roduced our new concept of a visual/haptic interface device, namely a WYSIWYF display, which ensures correct visual/haptic registration. There are three key components: (i) vision-based t,racking for pose estimation, (ii) superimposing the user's live hand image with video-keying, and (iii) encountered t,ype haptic rendering with the physicallybased simulation.
To solve the low frame rate and large lat,ency problem of -the first prototype system, we have implemented a fast video tracker. Although the system performance has been improved, further improvements will be necessary.
Potential applications of this system would be a teleoperation syst,em with large time delay and a re-hearsal and t,raiiiing syst,em for visual mot,or skills such as riiedical operat,ions.
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